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An introduction



The Binks Hub
Creatively co-producing research with communities

We want to see individuals, communities, and 

academics using creativity and the arts to co-

produce research. We bring communities and 

academics together as equal partners to share 

and develop knowledge, and to find solutions that 

tackle inequalities and promote social justice.



Stop to talk 

How many have you (or are you) working with 

university or affiliated research centres using 

participatory approaches?

What have been your experiences?



Learning from experience

• External ‘mapping’: to identify and communicate with hubs, 

centres and institutions using participatory and/or arts-based 

methodologies. To contribute to shaping the future of a 

sustainable effective Binks Hub.

• Geographic Scope: North America, South America, United 

Kingdom, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia & New Zealand

• Search Terms: Collab*, Co-produc*, Participat*, Creative, 

Arts-based

• Research Centre, Research Hub, Research Lab

• Number of Centres mapped: 38



Overview

● Structure: Most university based (comprised of 

academics and non-academics) or part of / situated at 

academic institutions

● Methodological not thematic focus: Diverse 

substantive topics of interest – what brought them 

together was a common methodology, approach and 

value (“Everything we do is part of our core values”)

● Interdisciplinary and Intersectoral: “merging people 

and place and understanding”



Overview

● Models of practice: ranged from conventional 

‘research centre’ model (funded by grants) to long-

term service level agreements with specific 

communities. All included some dimension of 

professional development (for graduate students, 

academic colleagues, and community members). 

● Significance of time: time for relationships, but 

also money, credibility, trust

● Passion for social justice: individuals driven by 

desire to make change



Earths is the Sun’s mass

333,00000

is Jupiter’s rotation period

24h 37m 23s

is a very long distance

386,000km 



Key themes

Relationships Infrastructure
Several challenges to 

sustainability: academic 

bureaucracy & 

procedures; funding 

models; limited value 

given to creative 

methodologies; credibility 

of impact

The prioritisation of 

relationships was key -

relationships support 

process, and have 

personal and collective 

benefits. They also reap 

rewards, enable further 

work and deliver more 

meaningful impact

Time
Any thoughtful, impactful 

process takes time

“take time to have that 

conversation to 

understand and allow 

others to speak and be 

heard takes more time. It 

is not just mechanism 

and transactional”

Structure and ideology of neo-liberal academy doesn’t necessarily support 

sustainability, or value based process and outcomes

Neo-liberal academy



Break out
We ask that each group reflect on your own experiences of working 

in a research partnership (with any partner, not just academics) 

Choose one example:

What strengths emerged from this partnership for you, the partner, 

and the research (in short and longer term)?

Did the partnership involve any compromises to make it work? If so, 

what were they?

In your group are there any common strengths and challenges?

Finally - what are the relationship that animate you in your 

research? (what words, feelings can you use to describe such a 

relationship)



Thanks
Do you have any questions?

e.c.davidson@ed.ac.uk

A Binks website is coming soon. To join 

our mailing list, email:

binks@ed.ac.uk

mailto:e.c.davidson@ed.ac.uk

